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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes results of the Lus Alanms theta-pinch program in
three areas of investigation. (1) In the Staged Theta Pinch results arere-
ported on the effects of magnetic field amplitude and time history of plasma
formation. (~) In the Tmplosion Heating Experiment density, internal-rnagnotic-
field and neutro~l measurements yield a consistent picture of the implosion
which agrees with kinetic computations and with a simple dynamic model of the
ions and magnetic piston, (3) In the Scyllac Feedback-Sector Experiment the
k= 1,0 equilibrium plasma parameters have been adjusted to accommodate the
feedback stabilization system. With a uniform toroidal discharge tube the
m s 1 instability is feedback.~tabilized in the vertical direction, and con.
fincmcnt in the toroidal direction is extended by feedback control. We =lSO
report results with a helical discharge tube.
●

Iwrk performed undw the uuspices of the U, S. Energy Resciwch and Develop-
ment Administration.
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1. THE STAGEDTHETA-PiNCH EXPERIMENT

1.1 Introduction. The Staged Thata Pinch (STP) is a 4.5-m-long, 22-cm-bore
theta pinch designed to study the physics and technological problems associ-
ated with using scFarate capacitor banks for shock heating and adiabatic com-
pression. Energy is fed to the shock-compression coil from two collector
plates. Each plate is connected to half of the two high-voltage (125 kV) and
one low-voltage (40 kV) capacitor banks. The STP uses one of the low-energy
(47 kJ), high-voltage capacitor banks (PFN I) to produce the plasma and the
lower-voltage, higher-energy (500 kJ) capacitor bank to provide n variable
amount of adiabatic compression. A second low-energy (94 k.1), high-voltago
capacitor bank (PFN II) is available to shape the implosion magnetic field
and/or to assist in containing the plasma beforu it contacts the wall of the
discharge chamber. A more complete description of the experimer.t may be found
elsewhere [1,2].

l.? Results of Plasmn Studies to lhto: Plasma columns with ratiQs
(/b) of plusmo r=lico di scharge tube radius of aj~proximately 0.5 and
p;askn density outsido themnin column less than 2% of the muximum column den-
sity can be produced at 5 to 10 mtorr initial D2 fill at u PFN I voltage of
75 kV. At 100 kV on PFN I, plasma columns with the same properties can be
produced at 7 and 10mtorr initial D2 fill. The 100-kV, 7-mtorr case is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the pln};ma density profile at four times dur-
ing the plasma discharge, along with the magnetic field waveform. At 5 mtorr
which hus given the maximum Ti to date (T > 1OO(’IcV), the results are not
quite as favorublc. Although a well-defi~ed plasma column is formed wnich
has a profile which decreases in a smooth monotonic fnshion to the wall,
plasma density near the wall is 5-105 of the peak column density. Plasmas
with a/b of 0.5 (at the I/o point in the density profilcl would bo capable
of provi%ing wall stabilization [3] in the proposed Staged-Scylluc Experiment
[4].

.

Figure 2 shows the mngnctic-fie’d waveform, a holographic ~ntcrferogram,
und the rcduccd d:lta from the intcrfcrog-nin f’or two cases l:lUuro 2(a) is
for n “step-function “ waveform whero no flux lCUVCS tho djscharge tube. h
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Fig. 2(b) the dip in the magnetic field causes flux to move outward. This
flux carries low-density plasma into the wall creatiilg additional plasma.
in the field-progranaoing mode of operation of Fig. 2(b) the magnetic fie~d
is retillced while the plasma is re-expanding after the initial implosion.
Theoretical studies [5] predict that this mode of operation should lead to
fatter, hotter plasma.columns. The data in Fig. 2 show a 15% increase in
plasma area for the “field programming” case. Data at 100-kV PFN veltage
and 10-mtorr fill, where the plasma implosion and magnetic field wiwef~
are more nearly in “resonance”, show a 25-30% increase in plasma area, and
consequently in plasma temperature. However, for the preionization levels
(-60%) obtained in the STP, additional plasma is generated outside the main
plasma column.

2. TH& IMPLOSION HEATINGEXPERIMENT(IHX)

In the IHX, an approximate step function of magnetic field is applied
to a cylinder of approximately 70% preionized plasma which is 100%m long aml
has a radius r. of 20 cm. The circuit used for the implosion phase and the
methods of prelonization is described elsewhere [1,6]. In IHX the plama-
ladcn coil provides a large fraction of the circuit impedance, and therefore
the current shape is strongly dependent on the initiai fill density. The
data presented here were taken with 120 kV on each of the four pulse-forming
nctwarks (PFNs) at the initiation of the implosion. With this voltage, 8.7-
mtorr filling pressure gives a fairly constant magnetic field during most of
the implosion (cf. Fig. 3). Ion energies of 1.6 keV are obtained, and Ee at
the wall during the implosion is 1.3 kV/cu.

The datn of IHX are in good agreement with the numerical calculations of
Sgro et al. [7] and Hamasaki and Krall [8] and with the simple “bounce’’model— -.
[s] where the ions arc elastically reflected by the current sheathat twice
its speed. An important conclusion from the present experiment is that im-
plosicn heating can be indeed described by this simple model.

Figt”re 4 shGws density data taken continuously at ten different radial
positions using a four-beam Mach Zender interferometer, averaged over four
discharges. The circles show the 2 v~ position where v is the velocity of
the sheath. in a simple bounce model this position would be the maximum and
the front edge of the density. In the experiment the finite risctime of Bz
causes a velocity spread which tends to s coth and to lower this peak. In
the simple bounce model v ?■ B./[4P m n ] ■ 2.3 x 107 cm/sc:~ where n is
th,} fill density. This ii 5% fo 10? #lither than observed. The cxpect?d den-
sity jump is 2 nop Gnd in the data from 200 nsec to 500 nscc the jump is with-
in 25% of this value. The density behind the sheath is lower tiymore than an
order of mngnitude than the initial fill density. Mensurcrnents with probes
show the maflnrtic field takin~ several centimeters to rise to its wall value.
Ilowover Furad,~y-rotntion mcnsurcments [9] show that the field rises over
shout the same dlstancc as that of the density decreases i.c.s about 1 cm.
In the simple model the minimum radius of the sheath is ro/3 = 6.7 cm. In
111Xthe mlnimurn occurs between 700 and 750 nscc and has a value of about
7 cm. The velocity an!l density of the density expansion arc UISO consistent
wl,~h its being pushed by 2 vs ions. The neutron production and the value of
In’ d% nrc shown in Pig. 3. Bj using the expression for the II-D crom-
soction given by Grccnc [10] and assuming a mono-energetic, isotropic, two-
dimcnsiona] velocity distribution, these datn yield an ion speed of 3,9 x
107 cm/scc. This is within 10°- of 2 v~, In conclusion, the simple hcunce
model doscrihcs the imploslon phase of 111Xquft~ WCII. In addition rcrnark-
[Ihly Rood agrcomcnt 1s obtained with much moro detailed particle simulation
calculations,
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EXPERIMEIW

3.1 Previous Experiments. At the Tokyo IAEA Conference experiments were re-
ported on t~Scyllac~l torus [11] and 8-m sector [12] with a compression
field of 40 kG. The plasma behavior showed good agreement with sha~-bound-
ary theory of the R = 1,0 helical equilibrium and the m = 1 growth rate
(Y ~ 0.7 ~z), which was too large to be compatible with the delay time
(T : 1.S psec) of the feedback stabilization amplifiers. Following these
experiments the 8-m sector (major radius R = 4.0 m) was modified as follows:
the E = 1,0 wavelength was increased from 41.9 to 62.8 cm; the compression
field reduced from 40 kG to 17 kG; beta decreased from 0.8 to 0.65; and 6
increased from @.7 to 1.4 [13]. This resulted in the expected decrease i i
growth rate to 0.3 MHz [14,15] and an acceptable value of YT = 0.4. It uas
also found that the toroidal equilibrium is affected by initial L = 1 oscil-
lations of the plasma helix (period = 3 Usec) and especially 1 = O longitudi-
nal oscillations of plasma between the periodic-mirror maxima and minima
(;M$riOd = 10vsec), leading to plasma motions in the toroidal plane which
are difficult to stabilize. It was also shown that Jl = 2 feedback fields are
preferable to R = O fields.

Here we xeport plasma stabilization experiments in the t3.4-m Feedback
Sector Experiment consisting of five 1.7-m compression coils having L = 1,0
internal surfaces with (1) a uniform toroidal quartz discharge tube, and (2)
a helical tube. In both cases the equilibrium is characterized b 61 .= 1.4,
6 = ().2, T is 120 eV, i3 = 0.6-0.7 and n = 2-4 x 101 cm-3.
Tfie feedbac~ ~t~;fl%t~~n system is described in Refs. [13] and [16].

3.2 Results with Closed-Loop Feedback Stabilization in a Unlfmn Toroidal
Discharge Tube. Initial experiments with the closed-loop feedbhck system
showed successful stabilization of the m = 1 instability in the vertical
plane perpendicular to the plane of the torus, as shown-in Fig. 5. Them ● 1
motion in the horizontal plane of the torus wns dominated by loss of equilib-
rium and was not controllable by feedback. Derivation of the net force on
the plasma column in the horizo,~tal plane from the observed ?cceleration!l of
the plasma trajectories snows that the equilibrium loss results from transient
effects in setting up the equilibrium plasma displacements 60 and 61, par-
ticularly oscillations of 6.. Experiments were next performed with E = 2
f!elds of 4-8 vsec duration and 30-60 G amplitude applied to the plasma dur-
ing the preionization phase. This rewlted in improvements in the plasma
equilibrium and confinement as shown in the upp~r streak photographs of Fig.
6, where the compressed plasma column remained nearer the axis cf the dis-
charge tube. Under these conditions the m = 1 instability was fe~dback-
stabilized during the main discharge in the vertical plane and plasma con-
finement in the horizontal plane was extended by feedback control as shown
in the lower streak photographs of Fig. 6. This resulted in plasma confine-
ment times of 25 usec. The lower plots of Fig. 6 show the average of the
feedback output currents and the plasma trajectories obtained from the five
pli~sm~ position detector stations approximately equally spaced around the
sector. The streak photographs of Fig. 6 also show: initial 61 helical
oscillations which damp; the helical plasma distortion 61 which is propor-
tional to the separation of the dual plasma trajectories taken one-half
hrllcnl wavelength apart; the bumpy plasmu distortion 6., which is propor”
tional to the difforcnce in th~ plasma diameters in the horizontal plane;
and the unstable m o 1 motion terminating the plasma confinement.

3.3 Results With a Holic~l_Toroidal Discharge Tube. A helically-shaped
quurtz isplaccrncnt ■~m) was fabricated
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and installed in the 1 = 1,0 equilibrium coil configuration. An additional
slow-rising, capacitor-driven L = 2 field (10-30 G), which can be nulled dur-
ing the main implcsion by a fast “notch” circuit, is used fcr fine adjustment
of the plasma equilibrium. The streak photographs of Fig. 7 show the plasma
column imploding to the equilibrium helical iixis and the elimination of the
& helical plasma oscillations observed previously (Fig. 6). The slower 60
a~~al oscillation remains and appears in the horizontal-plane streak photo-
graphs as a time variation of thf plasma diameter and the slow inward-olriwaztd
oscillation. The small E = 2 equilibrium trimming field improves the plasa8
confinement (lower streak photograph of Fig. 7) which is terminated by an
m= 1 motion in the vertical plane. Feedback %tak51ization experiments on
the plasma in the helical discharge tube will be reported.
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